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Abstract

The paper shows the approach of NRI to the problems of flow

accelerated cracking of secondary piping of W E R nuclear power

plants. The usage of CHECMATE family codes is described in the

framework of other activities to support the prediction and

evaluation of damage. The influence of exact measurement of

chromium content was shown.

Introduction

The main task of the Nuclear Research Institute, pic is to

cooperate with the nuclear power plants in the field of nuclear

safety. One part of this work is concerned with integrity of

structures and ageing of materials. Several large projects have

been performed in this field in previous years, e.g. the Leak

Before Break Assessment or the Integrity Assessment of the

Reactor Pressure Vessel for NPP Temelin which is carried out now.

The main interest, which has been paid to primary circuit

structures is extended now to the secondary circuit components,

too. The flow assisted corrosion as one of dominant damage

mechanisms of those components should be taken into account as

well.

In previous years, several cases of flow accelerated damage
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mechanism appeared in the secondary circuit piping of NPP

Dukovany and led to the thinning of wall thickness of components.

The combination of several factors, e.g. relatively low pH,

carbon steel as the main structural material for the piping and

high steam content in the water in several partsof piping, led

to significant thinning. There is the experience, that the

typical site for the thinning or through-wall defect is the

piping of the HP extraction line and moisture separator. In

previous time the inspections by measurement of wall thickness

have been provided in the NPP Dukovany and the state of

components has been evaluated by simple criteria. Nevertheless,

there was not satisfactory extend of work covering this field

with formalized direct outputs which should bound different

aspects of secondary circuit maintenance.

Main tasks of the Assessment

Several serious damages in the foreign NPPs (Surry, Millstone2)

showed, that also in NPP Dukovany the complex approach has to be

employed not only for systems with severe damage as mentioned

above, but also for safe related systems, e.g. feed water piping.

The situation has been analyzed and the main tasks have been

defined:

a) to analyze the plant experience and determine the lines and

components sensitive to FAC regarding the maintenance

experience

b) to predict the components which can be critical from the

point of view of FAC due to their large EC rate which can

lead in combination with original wall thickness to the

damage appearance

c) to prepare mandatory manual for the wall thickness

inspections, which would help to choose the component for

measurement, the procedure of measurement and data

evaluation

d) to establish the criteria for defect evaluation

e) to prepare the QA manual for all activities connected to

the FAC program.
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The analysis and prediction of the FAC damage is performed with

the software package CHECMATE, CHEC-NDE and CHEC-T which was

developed in EPRI and purchased by the NRI. The first models

showed that it is useful device for the complex FAC approach.

Modeling of the FAC damage

The model for the FAC damage is implemented into the software

11]:

ECR = f3(T)xf2(02)xf3(MT)xf«(Cr,Mo,V)xf5(a)xff(pH)xf7(G), (I)

here T is temperature, MT mass transfer effect, G geometry of

component, a void fraction.

As follows from this equation, several parameters should be

colected for each water chemistry regime, materials and

thermodynamiccs of the environment. The secondary piping system

was divided into lines and segments. Each segment is specified

by termodynamic conditions and it is divided into components. To

.avoid mistakes, the system of data entry was developed. It is

supported by the QA manual. The general approach is shown in

Fig.l. The CHECMATE code was used to model the feedwater line

first. To estimate which component should be examined to improve

model (Fig.l), the criteria for evaluation was accepted. CHECMATE

program offers the linear combination of criteria:

t c r i t = A . tnom + B . thoc.p + C . ECR + D, (2)

where tncm is nominal thickness, thcc,P is thickness related to the*

hoop stress and ECR is the erosion corrosion rate (or time)

factor.

In our approach, B=C=D=0, A was 0.875 according to the ASME Case

N-480.

The example of the segment is in the Fig. 2. The ranking of

components showed, that the worst components due to time to

critical thickness are: 18-6, 26-12, 19-56, 04-15, 02-2, 24-2.

During the outage, components 18-6, 26-12, 24-2, 28-14, 30-14,
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32-14 were Inspected to measure the real thinning. The matrix of

results was processed with the moving blanket method [2]. The

idea of the method is to evaluate small subparts of surface. They

are modelled as blankets moving through the surface by constant

distance. Each point of the surface is analyzed several times

with different neibourghs with this step-by-step method. Because

this method is not in the CHEC-NDE program (it is included in

the CHECWORKS), in NRI was prepared simple program for this type

of evaluation. The main advantage of the method is that it can

avoid the influence of original inhomogenities of thickness. If

there is not enough, or not at all information about original

real thickness of component, this method is recommended. In Fig. 3

is showed the relationship between blanket size and result of the

estimation. It is clear, that with the increasing blanket size

the wear increases in the beginning strongly. Then it is followed

by approximately constant relationship. For large blankets, the

absolute differences between the thickest and thinnest points are

taking place, so they are probably influenced by ovality. The

plateau values have been taken as the estimation of the wear.

After the measurement evaluation, the resuts are used for the

upgrade of the model and next operation assessment of measured

component according to Case N-480 (CHEC-T)

The upgrade of the model is importand for the development of the

specific FAC model of the plant. The correlation between measured

values of thinning and prediction after the model upgrade can

disclose errors due to measurement or input of parameters. The

correlation for the menshioned line (segment) is shown in Fig.4.

The scatter is within the ±20% interval except two points. For

them, the chromium content was not measured.

The Measurements of Chromium Content

Fig.4 shows possible influence of correct Cr content knowledge

on the prediction. Because of exponential relationship between

FAC rate and chromium content [1], the result of analysis are

very sensitive to this value. To assess this influence, simple
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calculation-was done. A kind of sensitivity analysis made for

different Cr, Mo, and Cu contents and different criteria of tcr.c

led to the Table 1. For three components (orrifice, T-joint and

straight pipe) the usage of lowest measured values of Cr led to

very conservative prediction. Nevertheless, there is no othere

way then that if no actual values are known.

The measurements of chromium, molybdenum and copper contents were

done with the ARC-MET 900 analyzer. The main steps of measurement

can be divided into: localization of measurement points, surface

preparation, measurement, statistic analysis. The rules for

measurement are ready now they are prepared for the usage in the

form of maintenance manual. All components have been analyzed in

at least three locations with more than five measurments in

everyone. The distribution of values of chromium content are

shown in Fig.5. As follows from this figure, approximately 55%

of measured components have ery low Cr content, less than 0.02%.

According [1] one can assume, that importand Cr content due to

FAC is higher than 0.02%. 45% of components had this contents.

This is significant number of components which should be consider

in the case of lack of measurment as components with the

konservative (the lowest) Cr content. In that case, the increase

of maintanance expenses should be expected. Well defined Cr

content measurement can give the set of values, which can be

analyzed and used for more exact prediction. The advantages of

this type of analysis can be summarized:

- the distribution of data gives probabilistic minimum and

maximum of Cr content in all line; the minimal value is

used in all next calculations as the conservative value in

all cases without any reasonable Cr content data

if there is evidence about the same supply of components

for parallel trains, the measured data can be used with

quite high level of confidence also for those lines

the true values of Cr content are increasing the prediction

capability for all systems.

Because of those arguments, the material composition is to be

measured for each component which is for first time inspected.

Another set of components was chosen for the outage of another
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unit. The experience was very similar. The experience learned

from first one has been used and more detail requirements have

been proposed for the inspections. New details were concerned

with the grid size and surface preparation.

The next step in our approach will be taken in the next outage -

building of systematic database of measured and worn components.

The CHEC-NDE program covers much of this work. It creates the

database of measurements with the images of worn components.

(Fig.6). It will include verified decision about next action -

inspection, repair or replacement.
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COMPARISON OF CHECMATE PREDICTIONS
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DISTRIBUTION OF Cr CONTENT

in feedwater piping
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Cr-0.08
Cu - 0.06
Mo - 0.005

Cr-0.1225
Cu-0.284
Mo - 0.0448

Cr-0.0027
Cu-0.0215
Mo-0

BBHBnsSraBfl

Orifice

Tee

Pipe

Orifice

Tee

Pipe

Onfice

Tee

Pipe

HHHHHI
0.244 mm/year

0.201 mm/year

0.127 mm/year

0.112 mm/year

0.094 mm/year

0.058 mm/year

0.536 mm/year

0.442 mm/year

0.279 mm/year

WKKSmKKi

223 222 hours

281 284 hours

475 428 hours

541 100 hours

666 712 hours

1 086 732 hours

74 346 hours

100 770 hours

189 127 hours

fHH
mBSSSMM

39 877 hours
58 977 hours

122 841 hours

151 146 hours

193 891 hours

323 931 hours

-9 095 hours

- 403 hours

28 661 hours

453 314 hours

560 271 hours

917 911 hours

1 076 419 hours

1 315 789 hours

2 044 017 hours

179 063 hours

227 740 hours

390 506 hours

30 241 hours

49 341 hours

113 205 hours

141 510hours

184 255 hours

314 295 hours

-18 731 hours

-10 039 hours

19 025 hours

•HHHHRH^B9H)8iB^BffB|
443 678 hours

550 635 hours

672 689 hours

1 066 783 hours

1 306 153 hours

2 034 381 hours

169 427 hours

218 104 hours

380 870 hours

S3
CO

Tab. 1


